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Governments, industry and academia have increased their focus on the importance of
the human machine interface in the global information economy. More effective,
efficient and natural human computer or computer mediated human-human interaction
will require automated understanding and generation of multimedia and will rely upon
precise information about the user, discourse, task and context (Maybury 1993).
This invited talk will begin by briefly outlining the history of and advances in the area
of intelligent multimedia interfaces including multimedia input analysis, multimedia
presentation generation, model based interfaces, and the use of user, discourse and
task models to enhance interaction.
The talk will describe our research to provide users with intelligent interfaces which
reason about and exploit tasks models and models of user focus of attention to
mitigate application and domain complexity through such means as tailored
presentation design and cooperative responses. Through a video demonstration, I will
show an early intelligent multimedia interface that incorporates language processing,
simple user and discourse modeling, and visualization to improve the timeliness and
accuracy of information access from the web (Smotroff et al. 1995).
The talk will then describe architectures that have evolved from research in intelligent
user interfaces over the past twenty years (Sullivan and Tyler 1991; Maybury and
Wahlster 1997) and distinguish these from conventional commercial user interface
architectures.
The presentation will conclude by pointing out current work in progress that aims to
fully instrument the interface and build (automatically and semi-automatically)
annotated corpora of human-machine interaction. We believe this will yield deeper
and more comprehensive models of interaction which should ultimately enable more
principled interface design.
Time permitting, we will also overview our current, ambitious effort to create
algorithms to segment, extract, summarize and visualize broadcast news in MITRE's
Broadcast News Navigator (Maybury et al. 1997). This exemplifies an emerging class
of applications that support content-based retrieval of multimedia (Maybury 1997).
The talk will conclude with comments on the future of intelligent human computer
interaction.
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